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Executive Summary

This deliverable states the updates on two major aspects since Deliverable 4.1:

The first aspect consists in the detailed specification of the perception goals and of the
sensor model of the environment. The static and dynamic traffic entities and the landmarks
necessary for map enrichment, localization and automated navigation are included.

The second aspect consists in the selection and the definition of the robust and redundant
perception solution for each individual perception task based on the available or new sensors
like video cameras, laser scanners, radars or alternative sources of information.
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1 Introduction

The main goal of Deliverable 4.4 is to provide updates on specification and design of on-
board sensing perception system architecture that have been initially described in Deliver-
able 4.1.

Thus, Deliverable 4.4 keeps the structure of Deliverable 4.1 and contains only the updates
on the following modules since then:

• Calibration module

• Motion correction module

• 3D point cloud processing module

• Area view processing module

• Enhanced perception using the 360 degree spatio-temporal and appearance based
low-level representation module includes

• Higher level fusion and representation modules
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2 Calibration

2.1 Sensor Model

2.1.1 360◦ LiDAR

The 360◦ LiDAR is an optoelectronic device which measures distances to objects by means
of time-of-flight principle using laser beams that continuously revolve 360◦ about an axis of
rotation. The device has 16 vertical sweep layers (channels) 2◦ apart and is able to scan at
5–20 Hz. The maximal horizontal angular resolution is 0.1◦ (at 5 Hz) to 0.4◦ (at 20 Hz). We
will use intermediate setting with 0.2◦ resolution at 10 Hz scanning frequency.

The 360◦ LiDAR comes internally calibrated. The raw data are pre-processed and available
in a (x, y, z) coordinate system centered in the 3D focal point and oriented so that its z axis is
aligned with the rotation axis. The orientation of the (forward-looking) y-axis is user-defined
in software, by specifying a reference angle. The position of the focal point and the rotation
axis are the extrinsic parameters of the sensor. One 360◦ revolution defines one data frame.
It consists of 16 channels per 1800 3D datapoints, each with (x, y, z) position, hardware
timestamp, and 8-bit reflectivity measurement.

The sensor sends UDP data packets over Ethernet, containing a header, 12 data blocks and
a timestamp. Each of the blocks contains the data for two 16-laser firing sequences - the
return distance and reflectivity for each laser - as well as the azimuth of the first sequence.
The timestamp represents the time of the first laser shot, of the first firing sequence, of the
first block, in microseconds. When not connected to a GPS receiver, the sensor uses its
internal clock for generating the timestamps, which resets after every hour of operation.

The first data pre-processing step is computing a timestamp for each of the laser shots in all
firings. This is done using the manufacturer specified timing data: the cycle time between
laser firings is 2.304µs and the recharge time between sequences is 18.43µs. This is stored
for each of the valid 3D points (those with valid return distances), along with the row and
column indices of the laser that scanned the point. This information is useful for the cloud
segmentation and classification step.

During the project the 360◦LiDAR technology advanced, so we are able to use an upgraded
LiDAR with 32 channels and a variable vertical resolution. The new sensors provide better
(isotropic) resolution in the central part of the field-of-view. The other characteristics of the
sensor are similar.

2.1.2 4-Layer LiDAR

The 4-Layer LiDAR is a measurement instrument which detects objects and their distances
by means of laser beams. The device scans the environment using several laser rays, it
receives the echoes using photodiode receivers, processes the data by means of a time
of flight calculation and it sends it via the Ethernet interface. The complete profile of the
environment can be build, by the permanent rotation of the mirror which is in connection
with the laser beam. The photo diode of the LiDAR consists of three independent receivers
arranged in a line, which enable the multi-layer technology. Due to the mirror mounting
angle, these three scan levels are scanned interlaced and the LiDAR is capable of receiving
four layers, meaning that three layers are always scanned simultaneously. The operating
frequency is 25 Hz for the layers that are common (layer 2 and 3 in Fig. 1) on the scan and
12.5 Hz for the other two layers (1 and 4). The angular resolution is 0.25◦ horizontally and
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Figure 1: 4-Layer LiDAR sweep frequency

3.2◦ vertically in four scanning layers. The field-of-view is 145◦. The duration of a scan is
16 ms with a 9 ms fly back [15]. The LiDAR layers and the scanning frequency for each later
are illustrated in Fig. 1.

Raw data are pre-processed and available in a (x, y) coordinate system centered in the 3D
focal point. The position of the focal point and the scanning plane orientation are the extrinsic
parameters of the sensor.

2.1.3 Camera Model

Fisheye lenses provide a wide Field of View by projecting incident rays closer to the image
center. In the following we adopt the model used by Kannala [7]. This model encompasses
many projection models including: perspective, stereographic, equidistance, equisolid angle,
orthogonal projection. This is achieved by considering a general form for the projection
equation:

rd(θ) = k1θ + k2θ
3 + k3θ

5 + k4θ
7 + k4θ

9 + ... (1)

where rd is the distorted radius, θ = atan2(X2 + Y 2, Z) is the incident angle (the angle
between the optical axis and the incident ray). Note that, the even terms have been dropped.
For a full projection model we need to consider radial and tangential distortions also. The
final distorted coordinates in the camera coordinate system is obtained using the equation:

xd = rd(θ)ur(φ) + ∆r(θ, φ)ur(φ) + ∆tut(φ) (2)

where ur and ut are unit vectors in the radial and tangential direction, φ is the polar angle in
the XY plane φ = atan2(Y,X), ∆r depends on θ as a polynomial and on sin(kφ) and cos(kφ)
and represents the radial distortion term, ∆t analogously represents the tangential distortion.
The final transformation brings the point from camera coordinates to image coordinates via:[

u
v

]
=

[
mu 0
0 mv

]
xd +

[
u0
v0

]
(3)
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This defines the full forward projection model. The calibration procedure provides the coeffi-
cients for each term. The procedure from [7] can be employed [9] for calibration using point
correspondences from a checkerboard calibration pattern.

2.1.4 Radar Model

The radar is a measurement instrument which detects obstacles, their distances and rela-
tive speed by means of a 76 GHz radio wave beam reflection and the Doppler effect. The
device scans the environment horizontally by means of a phase-array antenna, it receives
the echoes using radiofrequency receivers, processes the data by means of a time of flight
calculation and interfaces low-level objects representing strong echoes. Objects are char-
acterized by position, size, and relative speed. The object update cycle is 50 ms. Raw data
processing is not considered.

We consider only basic radar geometry for short-range radar (SRR) and lon-range radar
(LRR). The horizontal field of view (30◦ for LRR and 150◦ for SRR) is scanned with resolu-
tion of about 0.2◦. The vertical field of view (14◦ for LRR and 10◦ for SRR) does not resolve
individual objects. The radar has extrinsic parameters include position and orientation rela-
tive to the vehicle.

Additional technical specification on range and accuracy depending on operating mode are
listed in Sec 5.4.1 of Deliverable D1.1.

2.2 Offline Geometric Calibration

Input

• Precalibrating a subset of core extrinsic parameters of all sensors by means of the
MoveInspect DPA AICON system.

• Recording from Area-View and Tri-Focal cameras of a person with checkerboard cali-
bration target moving around a vehicle in a prescribed protocol.

• Recording from all sensors of a slow drive from the calibration garage out and in again
in a prescribed protocol.

• Recording from Area-View cameras and all LiDARs and radars of a drive in a static
outdoor environment of sufficient 3D complexity.

Functionality

• Provides intrinsic parameters of optical cameras (like radial distortion model, focal
length) and extrinsic geometric parameters (position and orientation in 3D) of optical
cameras, LiDARs, and radars.

• Extrinsic parameters will be defined with respect to the car coordinate system.

• Data processing will be done off-line.

Output

• A XML file that contains intrinsic and extrinsic geometric parameters describing each
individual sensor.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: Input images for internal camera parameter calibration. (a) Area-View, (b) Tri-Focal.

• A calibration self-evaluation protocol based on residual error analysis.

Performance

• 3D point residual error comparable or lower than the standard documented error level
of LiDARs.

• Reprojection error in cameras of at most two pixels in the working field of view for
markers of size more than 20 pixels.

Design

The goal of the off-line calibration task is to provide efficient calibration protocol that requires
as little manual input as possible and such that it does not include extensive special target
setup in the scene that would have to be done manually and/or not repeatably.

Each calibration sub-module will provide calibration parameters and a self-evaluation proto-
col (text + figures) that will include calibration error statistics and a textual statement on the
achieved quality of calibration.

Details of the design are described in subsequent sub-sections, one per sensor modality.

2.2.1 Intrinsic Parameters of Area-View and Tri-Focal Cameras

Calibration of the intrinsic parameters of the Area-View and Tri-Focal cameras can be ac-
complished by KALIBR system [9]. The input are images of a standard checker-board cal-
ibration pattern covering the field of view of the cameras, Figure 2. The output are the
parameters of the camera models [7].

Methods that do not require repeated checkerboard calibration protocol will be explored. In
such a setup the intrinsic parameters are refined, starting from a coarse estimate done once
per sensor product.

2.2.2 Extrinsic Parameters

Extrinsics Precalibration In order to guarantee maximum possible consistency of the
extrinsics of all sensor measurements we will obtain approximate extrinsic parameters for
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all sensors by the external measuring MoveInspect DPA system from AICON 3D System
Gmbh.1

This is especially important to support the 4-Layer LiDAR and radar extrinsics calibration,
where determining the position of the sensor and its vertical orientation are difficult due to
a low sensitivity of the measured 3D structures on these parameters and a coupling among
these parameters that occurs in the calibration parameter estimation procedure.

Calibration procedures will be designed so that they are not heavily dependent on the ac-
curacy of precalibration. It is expected that precalibration is required only after a physical
relocation of sensors.

360◦LiDAR Extrinsics This calibration module provides relative positions and orientations
of 360◦ LiDARs in 3D with respect to one of those chosen as a ‘master LiDAR’ (eg. the front
left sensor).

The tentative calibration object is the “calibration garage.” This is a room in which the vehicle
is positioned by driving it in. No special requirements on vehicle position will be required but
it will be assumed the vehicle is reasonably centered in the room and approximately aligned
with its walls.

This procedure will not need a manual input.

Calibration will consist of several steps:

1. Selection of a few 360◦ LiDAR frames (a frame is a set of scans from all 360◦ LiDARs
taken at a common instant of time; a scan is a set of 3D points from a single sensor).
The frame selection will be aided by vehicle odometry that helps identify instants of
slow vehicle movement.

2. Segmentation of each sensor’s scan to planar segments.

3. Matching of plane segments among the sensors and reconstructing a graph (a net-
work) of computable relative pose parameters in at least one frame. Nodes of the graph
are the sensors and edges correspond to computable pairwise poses (relative rotations
and translations in 3D). The purpose of the graph is to ensure that the registration can
work with minimal information. This constitutes a global optimization procedure that
does not need any precalibration, except for motion correction of input points.

4. A check that the graph is connected (if it is not, calibration is not possible and different
set of frames must be selected).

5. Setup of a refinement (local optimization) procedure in which the problem is reparam-
eterized to relative pose parameters with respect to the master sensor, initializing the
parameters from the estimates of Step 3. The quality function will be the total point-
to-plane registration error computed over all points in all frames is performed. Robust
error definition will be used based on a marginalized probabilistic inlier-outlier model.

We expect that this procedure will produce accurate calibration parameters and a set of
accurate planes that will serve as reference objects in other geometric calibration modules.

1See http://www.aicon3d.com/fileadmin/user_upload/produkte/en/moveinspect/dpa/
pdf/Brochure_MoveInsepct_DPA_EN.pdf

http://www.aicon3d.com/fileadmin/user_upload/produkte/en/moveinspect/dpa/pdf/Brochure_MoveInsepct_DPA_EN.pdf
http://www.aicon3d.com/fileadmin/user_upload/produkte/en/moveinspect/dpa/pdf/Brochure_MoveInsepct_DPA_EN.pdf
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4-Layer LiDAR Extrinsics This calibration module provides relative positions and orienta-
tions of 4-Layer LiDARs in 3D with respect to the 360◦ LiDAR master sensor.

The tentative calibration object is the “calibration garage” again. It will be augmented for
slanted planes in addition to the planes defined by the floor and the walls (the ceiling is
assumed to be too high for the sensors to see it). The slanted planes are necessary to
support calibration of the 4-Layer LiDARs as discusses below. It is not necessary to make
them precisely positioned and/or have their pose measured. A suitable configuration that
results in a good-accuracy registration will be found by experimentation. It is assumed that
the 360◦ LiDARs will be calibrated with the slanted planes already in the room, so that no
room reconfiguration is needed.

This procedure will not need a manual input.

A difficulty with the 4-Layer LiDAR sensors is that the four scan planes are spaced very
close together. That makes the 4-Layer LiDAR effectively a single-plane sensor. As a re-
sult we cannot initialize the optimization procedure with plane-to-plane registrations as in
the 360◦ LiDARs. The initial registration problem becomes line-to-plane registration. This
problem has been researched in the literature [2, 12, 16]. A solver for this problem needs
to solve a system of polynomial equations. Most of the existing solutions seem to be fairly
sensitive to small error (even numerical error) and a solution that is not so sensitive is fairly
complex [16]. We will attempt developing our own method that is not so complex and that is
not sensitive to errors. It is well known that line-to-plane registration requires three planes
in a general position [2]. Most importantly this means that the plane normals must not be
linearly dependent. This is the reason for including the slanted planes because walls of a
room are linearly dependent and the floor is not visible to the 4-Layer LiDAR in the calibration
room.

Our experiments have shown that such an approach does not work. We will therefore rely
on a fall-back local optimization procedure based on a modification of the iterative closest-
point (ICP) algorithm using a robust criterial function. Such an approach requires problem
regularization. We will use apriori terms that help the procedure not to deviate too much
from the precalibration. In such a case the quality of precalibration will be more critical for
the overall 4-Layer LiDAR calibration success.

Again, 4-Layer LiDAR calibration will consist of several steps:

1. Selection 4-Layer LiDAR frames that correspond to 360◦ LiDAR frames used in the
360◦ LiDAR calibration sub-module.

2. Segmentation of 4-Layer LiDAR frames to line segments.

3. Matching of line segments to planes from the 360◦ LiDAR frames. For this registration
a minimal registration problem solver will be developed as discussed above.

4. Setup of a local optimization procedure in which the quality function is the total reg-
istration error of 4-Layer LiDAR points with respect to the reference planes from the
360◦LiDAR frames. The procedure will be initialized from the estimates from Step 3 or
from precalibration. Again, a robust error model will be used.

Area-View and Tri-Focal Cameras This calibration module provides relative positions and
orientations of Area-View and Tri-Focal cameras with respect to the 360◦ LiDAR master
sensor.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3: 3D Markers detected in Area-View images.

Extrinsic calibration of Area-View and Tri-Focal cameras will be done with the aid of a set
of markers posted on the walls of the calibration room. Positions of the markers will be
accurately measured by the external measuring MoveInspect DPA system.

Camera extrinsic parameter calibration will consist of several steps:

1. Extrinsic parameters of the camera projection equation will be estimated by a camera
resection procedure from the marker positions. Internal camera parameters will be ini-
tialized by the results of the internal camera calibration described in Section 2.2.1 and
further refined by Bundle Adjustment based on Ceres BA solver [1] together with the
external camera parameters. Area-View and Tri-Focal cameras will thus get registered
into a common coordinate system.

2. The marker 3D positions will be reconstructed using AICON 3D System in a local
coordinate system.

3. The marker 3D positions will be registered to the 360◦LiDAR master sensor by means
of fitting the markers to the planes (assignment of marker IDs to individual walls and
the floor is known).

4. Rotation and translation parameters from the previous step will be used to define ex-
trinsic parameters of the cameras in the coordinate system of the marker 3D positions
and hence in the 360◦ LiDAR coordinate system.

Radar Extrinsics This calibration module provides relative positions and orientations of
short-range and long-range radars with respect to the master LiDAR.

Extrinsic calibration of radars will be done with the help of the 360◦ LiDAR calibration. The
procedure will use the fused 360◦ LiDAR point cloud and computes the relative coordinate
transformation via the point cloud consistency with radar reflections. This provides horizon-
tal orientation (yaw angle) and (x, y) position of each radar relative to the orientation of the
master LiDAR. Alignment with the car coordinate system will be done via a coordinate sys-
tem transfer between cameras and 360◦ LiDAR. Vertical (z) orientation and position of the
radars will be obtained by means of the precalibration procedure.

Registration to The Car Coordinate System The sensor coordinate system (the local
system of the 360◦ LiDAR master sensor) will be registered with respect to the standard
coordinate system of the car. It is sufficient to register the master 360◦LiDAR. There should
be good angular accuracy but positional accuracy is not critical. There are two possible ways
to perform the registration:
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1. Using the precalibration procedure that delivers poses of 360◦ LiDAR sensors in the
car coordinate system with good accuracy.

2. Using a sufficiently complex vehicle maneuver in a suitable (general) environment [14].

3. Attaching a temporary pole-like object to the roof of the car in the field of view of the
360◦ LiDARs and calibrating its location with respect to the car system by the MoveIn-
spect DPA external measuring system.

The first option would lead to faster results, hence it is preferable at the beginning of the
project. In a later stage of the project we explore the other options. This is also related to
the on-line calibration monitoring and adaptation discussed in Sec. 2.3.

Validation in The Car Each calibration procedure will deliver error estimates in a suitable
format (registration errors in mm in LiDARs, reprojection errors in pixels in the cameras).

Suitable calibration “certificates” will be developed. An important measure of calibration
accuracy is the consistency of the position of geometric objects visible to sensor pairs. The
certification will be based on a mechanism of calibration monitoring described in the next
section.

2.3 Calibration Monitoring And Adaptation

The accuracy of extrinsic calibration parameters has an influence on the performance of
data fusion. For instance, a 0.2◦ angular error in camera or LiDAR orientation misaligns
the LiDAR-camera correspondence by about a pixel in the proposed setup. It is therefore
important to monitor possible extrinsic parameter drift during the operation of the vehicle.
This can be done by detecting misalignments across sensors. It is not necessary to process
every data frame. One consideration is an unnecessary computational load and another
consideration is that not all data frames would be useful for such a task, for instance abrupt
maneuvers could help identify timestamp drift and static-vehicle frames could identify spatial
correspondence drift among sensors without a negative influence of a motion correction
procedure.

This module works in two modes: monitoring and adaptation. In the monitoring mode a
continuous on-line self-monitoring of the extrinsic calibration parameters and timestamp la-
tencies is done and reported. In the adaptation mode the extrinsic parameters and latencies
are updated on-line. The monitoring/adaptation process is coupled with a process that mon-
itors vehicle state (standing, maneuver types, etc).

Input

• Raw data stream from all sensors and fused low-level data representation.

• Information on vehicle state.

• Operation mode (monitoring/adaptation).

Functionality

• Estimates of (small) extrinsic parameter updates.

• Estimates of timestamp latency updates.
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Output

• A set of messages in the system log (monitoring mode).

• Updates transmitted to sensor parameter server (adaptation mode).

Performance

• The LiDAR-camera projection error kept below the level assumed by data fusion chain.

Design

The monitoring process will be implemented first and extensively tested. Based on the anal-
ysis of experimental results a suitable adaptation algorithm will be chosen and implemented.

Preliminary results were reported in [10]. Since then a progress has been made towards a
more accurate, stable, and less biased solution.
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3 3D Point Cloud Processing

3.1 Cloud aggregation and transformation to vehicle coordinate system

Input

• Point clouds from multiple from 360 degree LIDARs

• Point clouds from multiple 4-layer LIDARs

• Calibration parameters as rigid transformations between each sensor and the ego-
vehicle

Functionality

• This submodule is responsible for providing an aggregated point cloud from all LIDAR
sensors

Output

• The aggregated point cloud in the vehicle coordinate system

Performance

• Aggregation accuracy and processing time

Design

Laser points from multiple sensors can be combined into a large point-cloud, in one of the
sensors’ reference frame, if the rigid transformations between the sensors are known. An
alternative is to transform all points into a common reference frame (that of the ego-vehicle).
These transformations are obtained during the calibration phase. Also, all sensors data must
be motion-compensated for a single timestamp. The resulting point-cloud is more dense but
the scanlines intersect each other and the mesh structure that is inherent in a single sensor
disappears.

In addition to the laser cross-calibration, an alignment procedure can be performed. Align-
ment assures that the ground plane is approximately situated at Z = 0. A procedure for
alignment involves collecting data from an empty room with planar sides which are perpen-
dicular to each other. The rotation angles which align the points from the walls with the
coordinate axis planes can be determined.

Other preprocessing steps which can be performed include:

• keeping only the points inside predefined limits - this eliminates spike noise;

• eliminating points that are closer than a threshold - these correspond to reflections
from the car and a sensor itself, and offer no information about the scene;

• selecting only a frontal field of view which is crucial for projecting the points onto the
image plane of a camera;

• temporal fusion - using multiple acquisitions to obtain more data for steps such as
ground plane estimation.
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3.2 Point cloud segmentation and classification

Input

• The aggregated point cloud in the vehicle coordinate system

Functionality

• This submodule is responsible for segmenting the aggregated point cloud and to pro-
vide detections.

Output

• Partitioning of the input 3D points into disjoint regions with smooth curvature changes

• A list of detected objects

Performance

• Detection rate and classification accuracy

Design

Object detection can be performed based on information only from the LIDAR pointclouds.
This offers reliable depth information but it is sparse and semantic information can be more
difficult to extract. Classification of objects is deferred onto a later stage when semantic
information from images is ready.

Point cloud segmentation can be performed by the following steps: ground and object seg-
mentation - a separation between the ground surface and objects of interest; road surface
detection - establishing a parametric or non-parametric model for the road surface; object
segmentation - the clustering of the 3D points into objects of interest.

Road surface detection relies on the cylindrical layer/azimuth representation. A two-stage
classification is performed. In the first stage a range difference is evaluated between the
sensor data and an ideal flat road model separately for each LIDAR point cloud. This elim-
inates outliers and improves the efficiency of the next step. Next, planar patches are fitted
using a random sample consensus approach. All road patches are fused together into the
same grid.

Figure 4: The dominant road patches for each of the lidars: from left to right: front-left, front-right,
rear-right, rear-center, and rear-left LIDARS
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Figure 5: The result of fusing in the same grid the five road patches detected previously

Object segmentation is performed using a 3D voxel representation. 3D measurements are
placed in corresponding voxels, which are cells from a 3D volume defined as the region of
interest. Obstacles are obtained by extracting connected components of voxels. Each object
is validated by computing different features such as size, number of voxels, number of 3D
points. After eliminating invalid objects based on these features cubiods can be merged
based on their relative position and overlap.

3.3 DIFF Map and Non-Static Object Segmentation in The Scene

DIFF Map (a working term) is a low-level 3D geometric map of the road surface and its close
vicinity in the entire city. It encompasses road surface, curbs, posts etc. It consists of a
probabilistic elevation map and simple repeatable detectable structures (planes, 3D lines).
It is envisioned as an “average” map of permanent parts of the environment. DIFF Map
data for a city area will come from repeated drives through the area. The data acquisition
process will not be pre-planned, DIFF Map update would happen on an irregular basis as a
side-effect of normal driving.

Comparison of the DIFF Map with the current on-line low-level LiDAR frame is planned as
a means of attention-free fast non-specific object detection (or ‘spotting’) via the principle of
background subtraction. The structured part of DIFF Map is planned to aid accurate vehicle
self-localization.

Input

• raw 3D LIDAR data, possibly fused with image data (colored and/or attributed 3D
points)

• possibly objects from low-level on-board segmentation

Functionality

• Off-line DIFF Map update.

• On-line DIFF Map-aided current datapoint labeling to permanent/transient.

• Grouping of such datapoints to geometrically consistent objects.

• Possibly classification of such objects to semantic classes.
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Output

• DIFF Map representations, including a possibly more rich off-line version and a version
used in the vehicle on-line.

• Labeling of current datapoints.

Performance

• DIFF Map requirements partially depend on solutions for other sensing tasks devel-
oped in the Project and partially also on their structure and achieved performance.
The requirements will be specified at a later stage of the Project.

Design

Two key mechanisms will be parts of this module:

1. DIFF Map update via fusing current data into the model. In order for this to work for
repeated measurements taken over periods possibly spanning long time intervals this
requires an accurate registration of the current data with respect to DIFF Map. Once
the data is registered, fusion can be done on the basis of a probabilistic distribution
model and a (Kalman-like) update filter. Optimal registration for DIFF Map will have to
be developed. We see the registration/fusion as a single joint procedure. The model
should be low-level (3D point based) so that the statistics of the multiple measurements
can be employed. The model can be thought of as a grid, in which a probability distri-
bution is defined in each cell. The simplest such distribution would be stixels. But in
order to correctly distinguish permanent parts of the environment from transient ones
a multimodal distribution will be required. Note that initially a transient part may be-
come a permanent part of the environment and vice-versa (roadside bushes or trees
growing and being clipped, new construction, an object remodeling or demolition, etc).
The model must therefore represent all data seen so far but it must not make early
decisions on permanence. The decision will be a statistical procedure which will be a
part of the background subtraction mechanism. It is even possible that the DIFF Map
will have to model seasonal variations. This is possible in a Bayesian model we plan
to use.

We assume that the DIFF Map representation and the update computational procedure
will reside on a powerful remote static server. The vehicle will download the fused DIFF
Map infrequently, e.g. via an overnight update.

2. Background subtraction of current data with the help of DIFF Map. When new data
arrives in the on-line system it is registered with the DIFF Map available to the vehicle.
Individual data-points (3D colored and attributed points) or low-level segments (eg. at-
tributed 3D stixels) will be labeled as permanent/transient with probabilities attached.

The DIFF Map will at first be a research topic within the Project. Feasibility of the joint
registration and data fusion procedure will have to be tested and based on these experiments
progress in model development will be done.
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4 Area-View Processing

4.1 Semantic segmentation

Input

• Undistorted and unwarped image

Functionality

• Identify relevant objects in the image at image pixel level

Output

• A segmented image where each pixel encodes a semantic class

Performance

• Segmentation accuracy measured by mean intersection of union

Design

In order to achieve partial or full automation in driving, vehicles have to perceive and analyze
the surrounding environment. The environment has to be understood semantically. Under-
standing of obstacles is crucial for risk assessment. Semantic segmentation consists of the
task of assigning semantic labels for each individual pixel in an image as can be seen in Fig.
6:

Figure 6: Up-Drive cylindrical image with its corresponding labeled ground truth image

It can provide a high-level semantic representation of the image. Semantic labels such
as road, sidewalk, sky, grass, building describe the layout of the environment, while other
labels such as, pedestrian, vehicle, bicyclist are used to describe obstacles or different traffic
participants. Segmentation based obstacle detection can provide an alternative to traditional
detection approach that try to detect obstacles as a whole, such as sliding window based
pedestrian or vehicle detectors. The segmentation based approach can provide also partial
detections for example in the case of partial occlusions.

For a 360 degree surround semantic perception we propose to semantically segment the 4
undistorted area view images using a convolutional neural network.

The convolutional neural network is a fully convolutional neural network and has an encoder-
decoder architecture: the encoder network computes features at different scales and the
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Table 1: 23 semantic classes in the Up-Drive dataset

Category Class
Flat road, pedestrian walking area, ground, parking, markings, curb
Sky sky

Nature nature object, nature surface
Traffic object traffic sign, traffic light
Construction building, fence, pole

Person pedestrian, rider
Two-wheeled bicycle, motorcycle

Vehicle train, bus, truck, car
Other objects other objects

decoder network combines the features to obtain a higher resolution representation. The
architecture could be seen in Figure 7. The encoder computes features at different scales
1/2, 1/4, 1/8 using residual blocks [6] and dilated convolutions, which better incorporate the
context. The decoder uses transposed convolutions to perform upsampling based on the
feature channels from the encoder.

We did experiments with a solution for semantic segmentation by classifying superpixels
based on multi-range features from multiresolution filtered channels [IV2016 segmentation].
Figure ??Segmentation result on CityScape dataset:

Figure 7: Left: encoder-decoder neural network architecture with feature channels at 3 scales. Right:
residual block with 2 3x3 convolutions with 128 channels

Image datasets for semantic segmentation

The network was trained on 3 datasets of images: Up-Drive dataset, Cityscapes [3] and
Berkley DeepDrive [13]. The Up-Drive dataset consists of 945 ground truth images with 23
semantic classes, examples of such labeled images can be seen in Figure 2. Classes were
chosen based on relevance, frequency and similarity with classes from other public datasets
and are defined in Table 1.
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Figure 8: Labeled images from the Up-Drive dataset: 1st row front view, 2nd row back view, 3rd row
right view, 4th row left view

The other two datasets used for training our neural network are the public datasets Cityscapes
and Berkley DeepDrive. Cityscapes consists of inner city images from Germany with 3475
labeled images with 20 classes, while the Berkley DeepDrive dataset has 4077 images with
mostly outer city scenes from the US.

Figure 9: Examples of Cityscapes labeled images

Figure 10: Examples of DeepDrive labeled images

4.2 Object detection and classification

Input

• Undistorted and unwarped image

Functionality

• Detect relevant objects and road users from the environment

Output

• A list of 2D bounding boxes along with their class and instance ID
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Performance

• Detection rate and classification accuracy

Design

In order to achieve safe navigation and to avoid potential risk situations it is crucial to detect
and recognize the main traffic participants: pedestrians, bicyclists and vehicles. Semantic
segmentation provides a higher order visual perception of the environment and is able to de-
tect objects by parts and not only as a whole, making it robust for the perception of occluded
objects. However, due to granularity, semantic segmentation is susceptible to noise. For
more robust scene understanding objects should be detected also as a whole, which can be
achieved using region proposal or sliding windows together with object specific classifiers.
The availability of area view cameras on each side of the car enables 360 degree surround
perception of traffic participants while the depth from velodyne, LIDAR and radar can provide
further improvements in detection accuracy and precision.

For visual detection we consider the unwarped area view images. We propose the use of
a convolutional neural network that achieves object detection based on Faster R-CNN [13].
Since convolutional neural networks are costly we propose using the same network back-
bone as the one used for semantic segmentation, as seen in Figure 7. The encoder extracts
features from the image at different scales. On the encoder we append the Region Proposal
Network (RPN) which uses the features previously computed to select 2000 bounding boxes
(3 different scales and 3 aspect ratios) which are most likely to contain an object. The Region
Proposal Network uses a sliding window based approach to determine the box proposals.
Since bounding boxes have different sizes and aspect ratio we use the RoiAlign module to
sample features from the box proposals. RoiAlign ensures that the same number of features
are extracted from each box, no matter its size. After the fixed feature map is computed for
each box proposal, a softmax classifier will be used to classify the object into one of the 9
class objects (pedestrian, cyclist, motorcyclist, truck, bus, train, vehicle, bicycle, motorcycle)
and the background class. Boxes classified as background are discarded, keeping only the
objects with the highest scores. A mask branch could be added on top of this network after
the RoIAlign module to determine the instance mask for each detection box, but it also in-
troduces a time overhead. Since we are interested in real-time execution, we consider only
the object detection branch.

The object detection network was trained on the Cityscapes dataset and has yet to be trained
on the Up-Drive dataset. The network runs in 50 ms on a 1024x512 resolution image at 43
mAP (mean Average Precision). Further improvements to the detection head will lead to
better detection accuracy and faster execution time needed for automated driving.
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Figure 11: Object detection and classification and semantic segmentation

4.3 Vulnerable road user state and signaling estimation

Input

• A list of detected objects

• Data from AreaView and LIDARs

Functionality

• Detect relevant the states of the vulnerable road users

• Detect relevant signals issued by vulnerable road users

Output

• Enhanced list of objects with their state and signals

Performance

• VRU state recognition rate

• Signals detection rate
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Design

This module is responsible for detecting the state of different vulnerable road users. Some
relevant signals issued by the VRU will also be detected. The two main types of VRU are
pedestrians and bicyclists. In the following we enumerate and describe the relevant states
and signals for each category.

Pedestrian and bicyclist states:

• standing - The VRU is not moving. No significant change in position is expected. Risk
is low.

• walking away - The VRU is moving away from the vehicle (in the same direction as the
ego-vehicle). No collision with ego-vehicle is expected. Risk is medium.

• walking towards - The VRU is moving towards the ego-vehicle and is facing it. No
collision is expected. Risk is low.

• crossing - The VRU is moving transversely to the ego-vehicle direction. It is either
crossing the road or changing direction. Collision is possible depending on the position.
Risk is high.

• running - The VRU is moving at considerable speed. Collision is possible depending
on the direction of movement. Risk is high.

• bending - The VRU is bending over or is in an unusual (non-vertical) position. Risk is
low.

• laying down - The VRU is lying on the ground and is possibly injured. This is a highly
unusual state.

• orientation - The VRU orientation is related to the movement direction. It is the azimuth
of the movement direction.

• head orientation - The VRU head orientation is given by the azimuth along which the
head is looking. This provides important information about the future direction of move-
ment.

Pedestrian signals communicate intentions to other road users:

• signaling yield - The pedestrian is indicating that he yields his right to cross at a cross-
ing.

• waving - The pedestrian is waving at the ego-vehicle or other traffic participants. The
signal is considered neutral and should not affect behavior.

Bicyclist signals are similar to those presented before:

• signaling yield - The bicyclist is indicating that he yields his right at a crossing.

• signaling direction change intention - The bicyclist has an outstretched arm which in-
dicates the intention of a direction change.
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The task of the submodule can be viewed as action recognition. In the following we show
some previous work from this field. Related work in action recognition use different features.
The paper from [8] uses Histogram of 3D Oriented Gradients as features. The work from [4]
applies data mining to collect a large dataset for training. In [11] the authors employ Motion
History Image, Local Binary Pattern and Histogram of Oriented Gradients. The pedestrian
action is classified with SVM classifier. The following classes are considered: boxing, hand-
clapping, jogging, running, walking and hand-waving. The authors obtain a recognition rate
of 91% on their own dataset and 86% on the KTH dataset.

The states and intentions can be recognized by using multimodal information from sensors.
The previous modules provide detection bounding boxes. Image information with associated
3D point data can be used to infer orientation, head orientation and other states. A coarse
skeleton can be extracted for pedestrian from 3D information. Sparse optical flow and short-
term frame history can be employed to estimate motion features.

In order to detect pedestrian movement intention we propose to identify people’s body posi-
tion. The body can described by 17 keypoints corresponding to important parts of the body:
nose, left eye, right eye, left ear, right ear, left shoulder, right shoulder, left elbow, right elbow,
left wrist, right wrist, left hip, right hip, left knee, right knee, left ankle, right ankle.

Figure 12: Keypoint detection for pedestrians [5]

Keypoint detection can be performed by using the same network architecture as for object
detection and adding a keypoint detection head on top of the CNN feature extractor. For
each ROI provided by the Region Proposal Network (RPN), the keypoint head will predict
the location of keypoints for the person class.
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5 Enhanced perception using the 360 degree spatio-temporal and ap-
pearance based low-level representation

5.1 AreaView 2D meta-data to 3D point cloud association

Input

• Area-view image meta-data: color (RGB), optical flow vectors, semantic segmented
pixels, detected and classified objects

• Motion-compensated and aggregated LIDAR point cloud

• Calibration parameters as rigid transformations between each sensor and the ego-
vehicle

• Area-view cameras intrinsic parameters

Functionality

• Associate the aggregated 3D point cloud points with corresponding area-view image
meta-data

Output

• The aggregated 3D point cloud enhanced with all the possible information coming from
area-view image processing

Performance

• Association accuracy and processing time

Design

The 3D point cloud is obtained by combining all the input coming from all laser scanners
(360 degree and 4L laser scanners) and stored in the vehicle coordinate reference system.
In order to obtain this consistent mix, every 3D point location coming from laser scanners is
transformed into one coordinate reference system (one single laser is considered to be the
master - e.g. frontal left 360 degree laser) by using the cross-calibration parameters (rotation
matrix and translation vector) and then using the extrinsic parameters (rotation matrix and
translation vector) of the master laser scanner all the 3D points can be transformed in the
vehicle coordinate reference system.

Knowing also the extrinsic parameters between each area view camera and the vehicle
coordinate reference system, each 3D point from the cloud can be transformed in each
area view camera reference frame. Finally, using the intrinsic parameters of each camera
(principal point, focal distance, distortion coefficients), each 3D point is projected into one
corresponding 2D pixel in the image. Using the semantic segmentation and classification,
each 2D pixel has one semantic class and it is assigned to a specific type of object in the
cases when it lies on an object surface.

In this way many 2D pixels that receive a correspondent 3D point from the cloud are enriched
with the position information, semantic class and object class with respect to the vehicle.
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Association errors can happen in two major cases: when the object of interest is moving
or when it is occluded in the image view by some other object. The first issue can be
addressed via object tracking. Having an estimate of the speed and heading of each object,
their position can be adjusted in the 3D view. This leads to a correct representation for a
given fixed timestamp.

The second issue can be addressed by constructing a depth map and invalidating labels for
objects which fall behind this map. The depth map is an image which indicates in each pixel
position the distance to the closest object from the perspective of the camera.

5.2 Enhanced detection, classification and localization

Input

• Low-level spatio-temporal and appearance based representation

Functionality

• Detect and classify the relevant objects and road users from the environment

Output

• A list of 3D bounding boxes along with their properties and class

Performance

• Detection rate, classification accuracy and processing time

Design

5.2.1 Image semantic segmentation based detection, classification and localization

The spatio-temporal and appearance based representation contains sensor information from
multiple sensors. This can be exploited to provide more robust object detections. STAR-
based detection is especially useful for static objects which are small but are easily seg-
mented in the image domain: poles, traffic signs, curbs, lane markings.

A typical step performed during detection is ground surface removal. This is achievable by
considering points labeled with a semantic classes that correspond to the ground surface,
such as: ground, road, sidewalk, parking, vegetation, terrain. The points belonging to the
ground surface can be extended via a connected-component type method. This is needed
because of labeling mistakes which appear, especially for occluded objects.

Object segmentation can be achieved by segmenting points based on proximity from each
semantic class individually, for example consider only points labeled as cars. This is the
main advantage of the STAR representation. Objects which are touching in the segmented
image can be split during this phase if they are distant in the 3D representation.

Object detection can be performed on each individual segment or group by fitting a 3D
bounding box onto the points from it. Various methods can be applied to determine the cor-
rect orientation of the box. Prior knowledge about typical object dimensions can be exploited
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here, as well as in the previous segmentation step. The 3D box localizes each object in the
3D scene by providing position, orientation and dimensions.

Object classification is obtained automatically since each point and consequently each seg-
ment, already has a semantic label. Further validation and refinement can be performed.
This is the case especially for moving objects which can be wrongly associated due to motion
correction.

5.2.2 Point cloud based detection, classification and localization refinement using
semantic segmentation

Objects detected from the point clouds can be classified after the STAR representation is
available. For each cuboid different statistical methods can be applied to establish the pre-
dominant class label for classification purposes. We apply two rules:

• For each lidar measurement that has semantic class, the class of the corresponding
voxel is updated. If more lidar measurements from the same voxel have different se-
mantic classes then the final voxel class is considered unknown.

• For each 3D obstacle the frequency of each class is computed, for the contained vox-
els. This is done via a histogram. The reason for this statistical approach is that the
borders of moving or thin obstacles (poles) can be contaminated with semantic classes
from the background.

5.3 Object tracking

Input

• A list of detected objects at each frame: each object defined by a 3D oriented bounding
box

Functionality

• Track relevant objects and road users from the environment

Output

• A list of tracked objects: each object receiving an unique tracking ID and a relative
speed

Performance

• Tracking ID persistence and relative speed accuracy

Design

The objects detected each frame from the 3D point cloud are provided in the form of oriented
cuboids that can move in the lateral and longitudinal directions. The motion model assumed
is the constant turn rate and velocity (CTRV) motion model, which has a state vector de-
scribed by the vehicle lateral and longitudinal position, the velocity, heading and heading
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angle. Sensor measurements and the states of the tracked objects are modeled as random
variables. The Bayes filtering is the main theory used in solving and modeling the object
tracking problem by state prediction and state update. The Kalman Filter is based on the
Bayesian method and it computes recursively the optimal parameter estimates from its pos-
terior density. Two approaches exist: the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) and the Unscented
Kalman Filter (UKF). The EKF uses a first order Taylor series expansion approximation to
linearize the process function. However, linearization using Jacobians is computationally ex-
pensive so for this reason we have chosen the UKF, which makes an approximation based
on the so called sigma point sampling. A data association procedure based on object’s 3D
dimensions, orientation and location of the bounding box is employed for associating the
tracks to the measurements.
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6 Conclusions

The specification and design of on-board sensing have reached the final version. This is cru-
cial for implementing all the WP4 (Perception) tasks. The deliverable contains the updates
on perception system architecture with all its component modules. The specification and
design of each module include input, functionalities, output, performances and the proposed
solutions. Some tasks have received multiple solutions with different processing require-
ments. The final solutions will be selected in accordance to the available processing power
in the final stage of the project.
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